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Abstract—GPS following is the reconnaissance of area through utilization of the Global Positioning System (GPS) to follow the area of 

a substance or item remotely. The innovation can pinpoint longitude, scope, ground speed, and course heading of the objective. The GPS 

is a "group of stars" of 24 well-divided satellites that circle the Earth and make it feasible for individuals with ground recipients to 

pinpoint their geographic area. The area precision is somewhere in the range of 100 to 10 meters for generally gear. The technology is 

significant for police, firemen, military work force and vast dispatch organizations. The present paper centers around examining GPS 

frameworks and its uses in various zones. 

 

Index Terms—GPS, GPS Tracking System, GPS Tracking Types, Applications of GPS Tracking 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Worldwide Positioning System or "GPS" was initially created by the US Air Force to help them with the military tasks. GPS has 

had a critical effect on all situating, route and observing applications on the planet and through the span of the decades, it has 

developed to a point where it is utilized in pretty much every part of our lives. The voyage of GPS began with Sputnik in 1957 

when Soviet researchers propelled the absolute first satellite into space. The researchers at MIT found that the recurrence of the 

radio signs exuded from the Russian satellite changed dependent on its area. The occasion otherwise called the Doppler Effect gave 

the researchers that the area of satellites in circle can be followed from the beginning estimating the adjustments in the recurrence 

of the radio signs. What appeared to be a momentous misfortune in the innovation race transformed into an enormous preferred 

standpoint in the hands of the cultivated researchers at MIT.They promptly begun chipping away at another satellite framework 

that would enable the US armed force to monitor strategical areas and focuses on the ground. Travel was the principal satellite 

route framework worked by the US Navy to find US submarines conveying atomic rockets in 1959. With the assistance of private 

tech organizations like Aerospace Corporation, the military began taking a shot at another framework; a progression of satellites in 

circle that send signs to collectors on the ground persistently. Following 11 years of innovative work, the US Air Force propelled 

the primary satellite of the 24-satellite route framework called NAVSTAR.  

 

A terrible episode that occurred in 1983 changed the destiny of the GPS innovation for eternity. Korean Air Flight 007 strayed 

course into Soviet airspace and was shot down not long after. Following the result of the occasion, President Ronald Reagan 

marked an official request to make GPS accessible for regular citizen use to improve route and air security once it is completely 

operational. Another critical occasion in the historical backdrop of GPS is the expulsion of specific accessibility that was as a result 

since the principal Gulf War by Bill Clinton in 2000. From that point forward, the US military extended the extent of the group of 

stars to 31 satellites – 27 dynamic and four extras if there should arise an occurrence of a breakdown – circling Earth and expanded 

the exactness of the GPS flags essentially.. 

2. WORKING OF GPS TRACKING SYSTEMS 

Worldwide Positioning System (GPS) is an overall radio-route framework shaped from the group of stars of 24 satellites and 

their ground stations. The Global Positioning System is for the most part subsidized and constrained by the U.S Department 

of Defense (DOD). The framework was at first intended for the task of U. S. military. Be that as it may, today, there are 

additionally numerous common clients of GPS over the entire world. The common clients are permitted to utilize the 

Standard Positioning Service with no sort of charge or limitations. Worldwide Positioning System following is a strategy for 

working out precisely where something is. A GPS following framework, for instance, might be put in a vehicle, on a mobile 

phone, or on extraordinary GPS gadgets, which can either be a fixed or versatile unit. GPS works by giving data on accurate 

area. It can likewise follow the development of a vehicle or individual. In this way, for instance, a GPS following framework 

can be utilized by an organization to screen the course and advancement of a conveyance truck, and by guardians to beware 

of the area of their kid, or even to screen high-esteemed resources in travel.  
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A GPS following framework utilizes the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) arrange. This system fuses a scope of 

satellites that utilization microwave flags that are transmitted to GPS gadgets to give data on area, vehicle speed, time and 

heading. In this way, a GPS following framework can conceivably give both ongoing and notable route information on any 

sort of journey.GPS gives unique satellite signs, which are handled by a collector. These GPS beneficiaries track the precise 

area as well as figure speed and time. The positions can even be registered in three-dimensional perspectives with the 

assistance of four GPS satellite signs. The Space Segment of the Global Positioning System comprises of 27 Earth-circling 

GPS satellites. There are 24 operational and 3 additional (on the off chance that one falls flat) satellites that move round the 

Earth every 12 hours and send radio signs from space that are gotten by the GPS recipient. The control of the Positioning 

System comprises of various following stations that are situated over the globe. These observing stations help in following 

signs from the GPS satellites that are ceaselessly circling the earth. Space vehicles transmit microwave bearer signals. The 

clients of Global Positioning Systems have GPS recipients that convert these satellite flags so one can assess the genuine 

position, speed and time. The task of the framework depends on a basic numerical guideline called trilateration. Trilateration 

falls into two classifications: 2-D Trilateration and 3-D Trilateration. So as to make the basic scientific estimation the GPS 

beneficiary must know two things. First it must know the area of the spot is to be followed by no less than three satellites 

over the spot. Second, it must know the separation between the spot and every one of those Space Vehicles. Units that have 

numerous beneficiaries that get signals from a few GPS satellites at an equivalent time. These radio waves are 

electromagnetic vitality that movements at the speed of light. 

3. WORKING TYPES OF GPS TRACKING 

A GPS following framework can work in different ways. From a business point of view, GPS gadgets are commonly used to record 

the situation of vehicles as they make their adventures. There are two kinds of GPS following which are as referenced underneath:  

 

A. Passive Gps Tracking System  

 

The information put away on this sort of GPS following framework is typically put away in inner memory or on a memory card 

which would then be able to be downloaded to a PC sometime in the not too distant future for examination. At times the 

information can be sent consequently for remote download at foreordained focuses/times or can be mentioned at explicit focuses 

amid the voyage.  

 

B. Active Gps Tracking System  

 

Otherwise called an ongoing framework as this technique naturally sends the data on the GPS framework to a focal PC or 

framework progressively as it occurs. This sort of framework is normally a superior alternative for business purposes, for example, 

armada following and individual vehicle following as it enables the organization to know precisely where their vehicles are, 

regardless of whether they are on schedule and whether they are the place they should be amid a voyage. This is likewise a helpful 

method for checking the conduct of representatives as they complete their work and of streamlining inner procedures and systems 

for conveyance armadas. 

4. TYPES OF GPS TRACKING SYSTEM  

Three Types of GPS Tracking Units are there. There are presently three classifications of GPS following units. The classifications 

are part into how GPS information is logged and recovered.  

 

A. Data Loggers  

Information lumberjacks are normally the most fundamental kind of GPS following; a GPS information lumberjack basically logs 

the situation of the article at ordinary interims and holds it in an interior memory. As a rule, GPS lumberjacks have streak memory 

on board to record information that is logged. The glimmer memory would then be able to be exchanged and got to utilizing USB 

or got to on the gadget itself. Typically information lumberjacks are gadgets utilized for games and diversion exercises. They may 

incorporate gadgets that assistance log area for explorers, bikers and joggers.  

 

B. Data Pushers  

Information Pushers are GPS following units that are fundamentally utilized for security purposes. An information pusher GPS 

following unit sends information from the gadget to a focal database at customary interims, refreshing area, course, speed and 

separation. Information pushers are regular in armada control to oversee trucks and different vehicles. For example, conveyance 

vehicles can be found in a split second and their advancement can be followed. Different utilizations incorporate the capacity to 
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follow significant resources. In the event that profitable merchandise are being transported or regardless of whether they dwell in a 

particular area, they can continually be checked to maintain a strategic distance from burglary. Information pushers are additionally 

basic for secret activities type assignments. It is very simple to watch the developments of an individual or profitable resource. This 

specific utilization of GPS following has turned into a significant issue in the field of GPS following, as a result of its potential for 

maltreatment.  

 

C. Data Pullers 

The last classification of GPS following units is the information pusher units. These sorts of units push information or send 

information when the unit achieve a particular area or at explicit interims. These GPS units are normally dependably on and 

continually observing their area. Most, if not all information puller unit likewise permit information pushing (the capacity to 

question an area and other information from a GPS following unit).  

5. APPLICATIONS OF GPS TRACKING SYSTEM 

For the most part the majority of the GPS Tracking System has a portion of the basic highlights that are recorded underneath:-  

 

A. GSM/Gprs Module  

It is utilized to send the area to the client on the web. For some situation, on the off chance that the client needs the area through the 

web, at that point this module is valuable. By the assistance of the GSM/GPRS module, we can send information continuous. It 

very well may be seen on the web empowered any gadget as a PC, cell phone, PDA and so on.  

 

B. Track Playback  

It invigorates your driver's day by day driven course with the goal that you can pursue each move. The track liveliness line is 

shading coded to show the speed your driver was going amid his course.  

 

C. Idle Time Report  

It gives you a precise report specifying when your driver was halted and has left the motor running on the vehicle. This report was 

planned with contribution from our current clients who were worried about high fuel bills.  

 

D. Track Detail  

It furnishes you with a split screen see while looking into your driver's course. Stop and travel times, just as speed data, are shown 

in the base sheet. You can undoubtedly flip between stops by tapping the stop number on the track detail sheet.  

 

E.  Speed Bar 

Your driver's course is shading coded when it is shown on the guide. The hues speak to a 10 MPH or 5 MPH speed extend. This 

enables you to perceive how quick your driver was driving in a particular region.  

 

F. Mileage by State  

It separates mileage by state limits to help with DOT announcing.  

 

G. Group Reporting  

It enables you to set vehicles up into gatherings for quicker and simpler announcing.  

 

H.  Geo Fencing  

It enables us to constrain some district of territory and on the off chance that your vehicle goes past the limit of that area, at that 

point pressing message will be sended by the framework to the chief to control the driver.  
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I.  Ignition ON/OFF discovery  

 

The framework can spare the data about the motor that it is in working condition or stop by start ON/OFF discovery with the goal 

that the administrator can know for how frequently the driver halted the armada and for what number of time. So much time can be 

spared.  

 

J. SMS/GPRS Communication  

 

The area about the armada or the individual can be send by SMS or email by this office.  

 

K. On-Line and Off-Line following  

 

Each client has diverse necessity and according to the prerequisite the information can be seen ongoing or it very well may be 

spared in the unit and when the vehicle reach to its chief, director can download information and see the course of the vehicle and 

each other detail that can be seen by the continuous.  

 

L. Buzzer for cautioning the driver  

 

Some framework utilizes the bell framework to alarm the driver that he is leaving the limit or the speed is extremely high, or 

anything that is confined. With the goal that the driver can realize that he is turning out badly. 

6. CONCLUSION 

With GPS innovation now increasingly typical in numerous new advanced cells, this implies the area of anybody conveying a GPS 

empowered Smartphone can be precisely followed whenever. Phone GPS following can in this manner be a helpful component for 

entrepreneurs, guardians, companions and collaborators hoping to associate with each other. With area and situating innovation 

proceeding to take over new statures including most developed GPS following and an entire unexpected of advances like geo-

fencing, Beacons, and so forth we can just anticipate that future area trackers should be all the more dominant. GPS trackers 

nowadays are littler and more power stuffed than what they were not many years prior. GPS beacons are developing and improving 

at a quick space. Before you have the extent of getting acquainted with the most recent GPS innovation headways something new 

can take you for astonishment. 
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